Queens Civic Congress Founder and current chair of our
Community and Civic Outreach Committee, Robert I.
Harris, recently contributed the report in his regular
weekly Fresh Meadows Times column below on our May
12 Zoning Rally outside Queens Borough Hall.
Other stories and relevant posts may be found in our
Media section or following this post.
http://www.yournabe.com/articles/2008/07/03/glen_oaks/little_neck_ledger/news/columnists/littl
e_neck_ledger_news_columniststhecivicsc07032008.txt
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Downzoning essential for acceptable quality of life
By Bob Harris
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The Queens Civic Congress, an umbrella organization of about 100 Queens civic associations,
recently held a rally at Queens Borough Hall to call for quicker rezoning of various communities.
For months, sometimes years, Queens neighborhoods have been waiting for promised street
downzoning.
People bought homes in neighborhoods with certain styles and sizes of houses, trees, lawns and
streets. The 1961 zoning resolution set city zoning, which was good, but the R2 zoning for onefamily homes had loopholes which permitted builders to build larger houses.
Builders tore down stable houses and built larger buildings, called McMansions. These houses
displaced trees, components of a good quality of life. Lawns and trees were replaced with cement
or bricks. Walls were bricks, which held in heat. Rain swept down bricks or cement, flowing into
sewers and backing up. The city Department of Buildings rubber stamped plans.
The DCP responded with a new zoning called R2A, eliminating R2 loopholes. A lot larger than
40 feet by 100 feet permits a larger house. If the DOB watches and enforces zoning laws, then
passable houses can be built in residential neighborhoods with the quality of life being
maintained.
A new law limits the amount of lawn area which can be paved. If the DOB checks submitted
plans for the approval of new houses or enlargement of older houses, then checks to see what is
built, one-family neighborhoods can be nice places to live and not overcrowded, flood prone
areas.

One reason why these big houses were built and purchased was because of the lack of ethics of
banks and mortgage brokers. People were given mortgages to build or buy houses when they
could not afford them. Some brokers falsely filled in higher incomes for buyers or did not tell
buyers or speculators the added fees or true mortgage costs. These fake money mortgages
pumped into the economy as viable mortgages were sold to other organizations.
As fake house values went up, more people wanted to buy houses to enlarge or fix up and then
flip to make a quick dollar. Some people wanted to live in a nice house in a nice neighborhood.
Today we have the subprime crisis with houses vacant or partly built.
That QCC rally was to pressure the DCP to re-zone R2 neighborhoods to R2A. Some
communities want R4, R5 or R6 zones lowered to fit the buildings already in them. Happily, the
DCP has certified Laurelton and Waldheim to be rezoned to R2A if residents agree. Public
hearings are being held. These zoning changes are only as good as new zoning enforcement.
Builders who cheat or engineers who illegally self-certify an illegal structure have to be
punished. A $5,000 fine on a $1 million building means nothing. Loss of a license means nothing
when a son or cousin can certify construction.
City officials do not get that good zoning, proper zoning resolution enforcement and stern
punishment creates public trust and maintains outer borough neighborhoods' quality of life.
*************
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2008-05-15 The Evolution of Zoning: Has It Stopped (Queens Ledger editorial)
2008-05-12 QUEENS CIVICS RALLY on Zoning and Landmarking (Includes Pictures)
2008-05-12 QUEENS CIVICS RALLY Videos
2008-05-12 Queens Civic Congress releases letter to Mayor at Rally To Reform Zoning &
Protect Landmarks. See the City Planning Commission Chair's reply and QCC's response to City
Hall.
2008-05-12 QUEENS CIVICS RALLY TO REFORM ZONING & PROTECT LANDMARKS
(released 5/5)

